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Thank you for purchasing Genome.
!
You’re one step closer to your next great project! If you get lost between
layers and keyframes, drop us a line at hello@kainxtheory.com. We’ll do
our very best to help you.

!
Don’t forget to write a short testimonial on your experience with Genome,
and follow us on Videohive so you never miss new exciting items.

!

How do I replace texts in general?
1.

Open the composition you want to edit

2.

Double click on the text layer you want to change

3.

After editing the text, hit Ctrl/Cmd + Return to apply changes

!
How do I replace the two logos (A & B)?
1.

Open the Logo A Source or Logo B Source composition (Project Panel >
Edit These).

2.

Go to File > Import > File (Ctrl/Cmd + I), locate the file you want to
import and click Open.

3.

Drag the file from the Project Panel to the Logo A Source or Logo B
Source composition.

4.

Scale the new layer so that itʼs approximately the size of the previous
logo.

5.

Hide the previous logo.

!
When you change the logos, you might need to modify their position when they
zoom in our out of the particles space. To do that:

!
1.

Open the Main composition and set the Current Time Indicator at the
first marker of the Main Mask composition (the marker is called Last
frame before entering)

2.

Double click on the Main Mask composition

3.

Select the source composition you’re using for the beginning (Logo A,
Logo B, Text A or Text B)
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4.

Press V on your keyboard, and move it around until its at almost at the
centre of the screen

5.

Repeat steps 1 to 4 for the second marker as well (called First frame
after exiting)

!
How do I replace the slogan?
1.

Open the Main composition.

2.

Double click on the slogan layer.

3.

After editing the text, hit Cmd/Ctrl + Enter to apply changes.

!
How do I resolve a question that isn’t here?
If you have a question about Genome that isn’t listed in this
documentation, send us an email at hello@kainxtheory.com, or a message
through our Videohive profile. We’ll do our best to help you out.

!
Settings Reference
Start Inside controls whether the sting starts inside or outside the logo
Start with Logo A controls whether the sting starts with Logo A
Start with Logo B controls whether the sting starts with Logo B
Use DNA inside controls the visibility of the DNA strands inside the
particles space
End with Logo A controls whether the sting ends with Logo A
End with Logo B controls whether the sting ends with Logo B
Use Slogan enables the slogan at the end of the sting
Primary Color controls the primary color used in Genome
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Secondary Color controls the secondary color used in Genome
Background Color controls the background color at the beginning and end
of the sting
Bevel Opacity controls the intensity of the depth effect at the beginning
and end of the sting. This will come in handy if you use a darker color in
Background Color
Start Size controls the size of the logo or text at the beginning of the sting
End Size controls the size of the logo or text at the end of the sting
Slogan Size controls the size of the slogan at the end of the sting
Slogan Shift controls the position of the slogan at the end of the sting
Slogan Shift controls the position of the slogan at the end of the sting
Flat Shading disables layer effects like drop shadow and highlights at the
beginning and end of the sting
Dissolve DNA controls whether the DNA strands dissolve at the end of the
sting
Use Spiral Streaks controls whether the spiral streaks around the DNA
strains will be visible or not
Use Spiral Particles controls whether the spiral particles around the DNA
strains will be visible or not

!
Used Assets
Fonts: Kefa Bold (commercial)
Audio Tracks: Clean Logo 2
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